
ENGAGEMENT:

UNDER ENGAGEMENT OVER ENGAGEMENT

EFFECTIVE ENGAGEMENT

A How-to Guide
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One or two over-
enthusiastic

students take away
from the rest of the

class

Sending multiple e-
mails will only

confuse and upset
the students

Entirely flipped
classes over-engage
students if they are

not prepared for
the class format. 

 

Online learners have an
understanding that

everything they need
resource-wise is on the

course website, and they
may not reach out for

outside help

Untimely communication
on a single platform

makes it hard for
students to feel

connected with the
course and instructor

Teachers should
restructure perspectives
on student misbehaviors

in class to help better
understand the student;

seek methods that fit with
their style of engagement.

Sending a few long emails
is preferred over several

brief succint ones

 A blended class - those
with a mix of lectures,

activities, & discussions -
are a middle ground for
solely lecture-based or
flipped-format classes

Early access to the
course site is critical

when it comes to
lowering students'

anxiety levels

Be flexible with
availability. Use

alternative
communication

methods to reach
students (i.e., phone)

Tailor class content,
activities, and lesson

plans to appropriately fit
the type of classroom

(face-to-face, etc.)

Not allowing online
learners to access the

course until the day class
starts can create

overwhelming feelings
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